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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
A major communication problem facing hospitals today is
explaining how and why hospitals are reshaping their service
capacities in response to changing health financing incentives and
declining utilization of inpatient acute service.

Hospitals are

having to adapt and redefine their roles because they have fewer
inpatients and because payors are changing their methods of paying
for health care through insurance.
One of the reshaping methods which hospital officials believe
will increase chances for survival is through institutional merger,
a relatively new process in the health care industry.

Because such

collaborations pertain to essential services in a community and
affect many special interest groups, there is a need for structured
communications

which will provide information relevant to the

self-serving interests of those groups.
The end result of this study will be the creation of a
communications

guideline which can be adapted as hospitals plan for

meeting the informational needs of the various groups.

To reach

that resulting guideline, the study will bring together much of the
available research and information only as it pertains to the
hospital industry.

This infonnation will help the communicator

understand why mergers are necessary, the benefits of mergers, and
who receives what type of infonnation.
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This paper will investigate the growth of the merger process
as a solution to the problem of reshaping the hospital's services
capacity.

After establishing that fact, the investigation will focus

on three areas:

(a) identifying communications as an essential tool

of the merger process, (b) recognizing common "publics" as recipients
of merger information, and (c) reviewing communication methods used
in successful mergers.
The communications guideline resulting from this study will
assist those responsible for merger communications coordinate
strategy with the overall merger plan.

The investigative methodology

involves a review of available literature which is directly relevant
to hospital mergers, personal communication with representatives of
merged or merging hospitals, and personal communication with
consultants whose experience has crossed into the hospital industry.
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Chapter II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Mergers are increasingly being used to reshape the service
capacities of hospitals which are faced with reduced inpatient
censuses and redefined payment systems.

Given the choice of merger

or closure, most hospitals will choose merger.
For a merger to be successful, its value and benefit must be
communicated to groups and individuals within those groups who will
be affected by the merger.

The adaptable comlllJnications guideline

evolving from this study will help those responsible for merger
coffilllJnications to develop strategies which coordinate with the
overall merger plan.
Investigative methods used in this study include research of
the literature, interviews by telephone and in person with
representatives of merged or merging hospitals, and interviews with
consultants who have merger experience.
focus on four main areas:

The investigation will

(a) establishing a merger to reshape

hospital services capacities, (b) identifying the need for
good comlllJnications in a merger, (c) recognizing groups who,
through their involvement and interest in the hospital's activities,
will be recipients of merger information, and {d) reviewing some of
the com111.1nications used in reaching those groups during mergers.
Information gained from focusing on these four areas will
provide the basis for developing a communications guide which will
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assist persons responsible for the merger communications to
coordinate strategies consistent with the overall merger plan.
Merger as a Solution
Major forces influencing the fate of a hospital's survival
are economic and demographic trends, technological advances, and
public and private sector cost containment initiatives (The Hospital
Research and Educational Trust, 1984).

The net effect of these forces

is reduced demand for hospital inpatient acute care brought about for
many reasons, including the demand from third-party payors such as
government and insurance companies to contain expenditures for health
care, increased efforts to improve individual lifestyles and health
status, technically superior equipment and skills which enable more
health services to be provided in an outpatient environment, and
fewer persons under the age of 65 with insurance (The Hospital Research
and Educational Trust, 1984).
Hospitals are realizing the effects of these forces in the
decreased number of inpatient admissions and lengths of stay.
Overall hospital inpatient admissions decreased 0.5% from 1982 to
1983, compared to no change during the previous year.

The decrease

in average length of stay for all patients from 1981 to 1984 was
even more dramatic, dropping 7% for persons aged 65 and over and
projected to continue (The Hospital Research and Educational Trust,
1984).
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As reported by The Hospital Research and Educational Trust (1984),
a study conducted by the Institute for the Future predicted those
influencing forces would result in 10% to 30% fewer inpatient
admissions in 1995 than 1980, with the biggest decline of 20% to
60% for patients under the age of 65.

Contrasting that, the

Institute predicted hospital admissions would rise 12% to 25%
because of the aging of the American population.

There was no

clear agreement on the prediction of average length of stay
reduction for persons over the age of 65, and no significant change
was predicted for the under-65 population.
William M. Copeland (1983). president and chief executive officer
of St. Francis-St. George Hospital in Cincinnati, Ohio, states the
problem simply.

He says the question of survival is very real for

all hospitals today because the cost shifting by the federal
government to reduce the budget has posed the question in clear
language.
In other words, hospitals cannot continue to operate as they
previously operated because the economic resources are not as
available and because the services they offered will not continue
to be utilized.
capacities.

Thus, the need for reshaping hospital service

How to do it is the concern of most hospital officials.
The Trend of Merger

Merger frequently becomes the answer, whether it is in the form
of selective consolidation of services or the full combining of two
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institutions.

Merging resources to provide specialized, high cost

services is accepted as a responsible way to reshape individual
hospital capacity (The Hospital Research and Educational Trust, 1984).
With the risk of closure as an alternative, mergers become a more
attractive way to continue the hospital's mission while remaining
financially viable (Copeland, 1983).
Officials at St. Luke's Hospital Center and The Roosevelt
Hospital in New York City decided to merge after they had seen 29
hospitals in the five New York City boroughs either closed or
merged between 1976 and 1980.

Faced with rising inflation, fewer

patients, uninsured patients increasing, and closer scrutiny of
reimbursement by third-party payors, these hospitals were losing
substantial amounts of money during a period in the late 1970s
known as a time of "health planning by bankruptcy court" (St.
Luke's-Roosevelt Hospital Center, 1984).
Hospital consultant Ronald B. Ashworth (1983) says that as
economic, political, and social pressures intensify, the push for
consolidation will continue.

He predicts that the 6000-plus

hospitals which exist today will ultimately be controlled by a
relatively limited number of corporations.
That trend becomes more evident with the recent merger of the
two largest associations of not-for-profit multi-hospital systems,
Associated Health Systems and United Health Systems, which formed
American Healthcare Systems.
hospitals in 21 states.

This corporation now includes 250

William A. Himmelsbach, Jr., President of
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the Holy Cross Health System, one of the institutional shareholders
in the new corporation, says that government regulations and funding
has forced hospitals to become service-competitive and price-competitive.
He says the value of hospital mergers include linkages with partners
of similar mission, broader connections, and financial benefits
that exist when volune and size exert an influence on costs.
Himmelsbach predicts that within the next decade 50% of all health
care in the United States will be controlled by 20 to 25 corporations
(Holy Cross Health System, 1985).
Although there is an increase in hospital mergers, the concept
is not new.

Many successful multi-hospital organizations were

created in the 1950s and 1960s, long before the rush to merge began
in the early 1980s (Health Resources and Services Administration,
1984).
These mergers resulted in the continuation of two or more
actual facilities, thereby becoming health systems.

With common

ownership and management, these hospitals have been able to
identify measurable benefits in reduced staffing, group purchasing,
economies of scale, and space savings (Platon and Rice, 1972).
Malm (1977} identifies several reasons for successful mergers
within the Lutheran Hospital Society.

He suggests that labor costs

have been reduced because central staffing reduces the need for staff
at each facility, supply costs have declined due to centralized
purchasing, and revenues have increased due to central reimbursement
assistance.
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Brown and Lewis (1976) have analyzed the formation of 27
hospital systems.

They report that these mergers seem to be

most successful in the areas of economies of scale, quality of care,
anc accessibility of care.
May (1970) points to four main economic reasons hospitals join
forces:

(a) economies of scale (lower fixed cost per bed), market

structure factors (reducing competition), modification of market
structures (moving into new geographic market areas), and change
of product line (offering new services and/or eliminating duplicative
services.
Berman (1971) suggests that hospitals should merge to expand
services or educational programs, increase their community base of
support and eliminate duplicative services, or gain access to the
capitol markets.
The reasons expressed by Gersh (1982) and Bartscht (1981) are
to add capacity and improve quality of health care, accomplished
mainly by combining two hospital departments which has enough volume
to justify better equipment and services.
Another study by Brown and Money (1975) states that hospitals
Join in order to become large enough to take advantage of management,
financial, and legal services necessary for effective operation.
Hospitals may be forced in the future to join together to improve
their financial positions and be considered creditworthy because
bond ratings have been known to improve with hospital size (Hernandez
and Henkel, 1982).
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The Advantages of Merger
A study by the Health Resources and Services Administration
(1984) summarizes the advantages of mergers in three areas:
(a) financial, (b) organizational, and (c) service.

Among the

financial advantages mentioned were lowered costs achieved
through shorter lengths of stay, more efficient staffing, cheaper
supplies through group purchasing, reduction of beds, and
more efficient administration.

The new price-based reimbursement

provides strong incentives to achieve these economies quickly.
Another financial advantage mentioned in the study is the
quicker rate of billing and collection which results in higher
revenues.

The use of external capital sources can be gained through

merged facilities and staffs, debt capacities, fund raising abilities,
and liquid assets which make investments possible for improvement
of financial positions over a long term (Health Resources and Services
Administration, 1984}.
Organizational advantages are particularly important in an
increasingly competitive environment where the speed and soundness
of decisions by the board often rise in significance with community
stewardship.

Mergers can reduce the size of a board of trustees,

change the roles of the board, or allow management activities which
would not be possible in an independent hospital with a long history.
Corporate restructure and reorganization are also possible with mergers
since capital can be shifted away from one location to services in
another location (Health Resources and Services Administration, 1984).
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Service advantages are possible when mergers have effectively
brought the clinical services of the two institutions together.

The

consolidation of clinical services can often represent the most
significant cost savings in a hospital merger.

The Health

Resources and Services Administration (1984} study also indicates that
mergers can be advantageous in hospital efforts to change location
(to offer convenience to patients and physicians after population
shifts have altered patient care patterns); to close, merge, or
offer selected services (to eliminate weak clinical services which
may not offer cost savings or the high quality of care of a merged
service); and to expand or protect the hospital's referral base
(to build an effective network of referral pattern for service
areas).

Strathy (1971) simplifies the advantages in lay terms:

broader community support, increased borrowing power, government grants
for construction, wider governing board representation, greater
opportunity for better personnel selection, uniform personnel
policies, uniform cost accounting and charges, land acquisition,
single medical staff, and pooling of beds and services.
The Success of Merger
Although there is no formula and no timetable for creating
a successful merger which can reap these advantages, there are
some suggestions.

Drucker (1981) says mergers will be more successful

when there are common products, markets, technology, production systems,
and distribution systems.

The Health Resources and Services

Administration (1984} advocates complementary strengths and weaknesses
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in financial status, including cost structure, pricing patterns, and
capital structure; organization and management, including board
governance, management skills, corporate structure, and mission/philosophy;
and individual services and products, including existing services as
well as new ones dictated by the market and complementarity existence
between medical staffs.

A more recent article by two corporate officers

of tne merged St. Francis-St. George Hospital in Cincinnati, Ohio, lists
five essential ingredients for a successful merger:

(a) willingness

to change, (b) good employees, (c) a clear sense of mission, (d)
an assessment of needs, and (e) a plan (Copeland and Press, 1983).
The Need for Communications in a Merger
Copeland and Press (1983) point to the importance of communication
in the merger.
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Without a doubt, the most critical element in the

whole process of change is communication 11 {p. 29).

They further admit

that significant communication problems will exist, regardless of
what management attempts to do.

The primary communication problem

they see is rumor.
Strathy (1971) is also concerned about the responsibility of
comnunications in a merger.
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There is a constant need to communicate

facts and to counteract the uncertainties caused by rumor 11 {p. 41).
It is a management task to plan and implement a communications
program that will pave the way for getting information to the groups
most affected by the merger, according to Ernst (1977).

Even under

the limiting conditions of confidentiality and sensitivity during
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negotiations, people want to know that things are running smoothly
and that their best interests are still being served by the hospital.
Following the successful merger of St. Luke's Hospital Center
and The Roosevelt Hospital in New York City, the organization
published a booklet relating the experiences of merging.

The

writers say the merger initiated a forceful effort to communicate
with all their constituencies through a coordinated program of
development, marketing and public relations.

Information must

be centralized, they advise, in order to create a clear image of
the new institution.

The communications efforts of the new

corporation were planned to seize people's attention and make them
conscious of the St. Luke's-Roosevelt merger and what it would
mean to them.

The efforts are reported to have resulted in a

profile of the new St. Luke's-Roosevelt Hospital Center which
is distinct and imposing {St. Luke's-Roosevelt Hospital Center, 1984}.
Strathy (1971), who served as the first administrator of the
merged Immanuel-St. Joseph's Hospital in Mankato, Minnesota, says
that communication 111.1st always be positive because any negative
emphasis gets blown out of proportion.

He suggests using every

communication tool available to reach the hospital's special interest
groups.

"It is not safe to assume that any one group, including the

board of directors, will understand everything that is happening.
It is important, therefore, to communicate as effectively as
possible to all the groups" {p. 41).
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McGill and Kelly (1983) identify effective communication as the
cornerstone for facilitating a smooth process of organizational
change in health care institutions.
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For a successful merger, it

is necessary to maintain a constant flow of information throughout
the process" {p. 28}.
There is a need to greatly increase information sharing during
such a major change as a merger, and there is a need for direct
communication with officials of the mergering institutions.
Continuous communication of plans, progress, philosophy, and policies
help people manage the transition, according to the results of a
questionnaire given to employees of merging hospitals in Vancouver,
Canada (McGill and Kelly, 1983}.
Problems occur when different
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publics 11 , those groups affected

by the merger who need information, do not receive translation of
information which deals with their concerns.

N. B. Wilson {personal

comnunication, March 29, 1985} points out the need to identify
internal and external benefits which people are seeking in merger
communications.

People want to know how they will be affected.

Another consultant who coordinated the merger communications
efforts of a successful hospital merger in Wausau, Wisconsin,
agrees.

He says that merger information must be public and timely,

questions must be answered honestly, and the communications plan should
be incorporated from the beginning of merger activities {P. M. Mages,
personal communication, November 28, 1984).
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Identifying the Publics
In order to create a communication guide for a merger, the
recipients of the information must be identified.

Strathy (1971)

emphasizes the need for identifying people who will be affected by
the merger.

Integration of two institutions is a complex process

involving humans whose emotions can run high, he says.

He calls

this the "people" aspect of a merger and identifies several conditions
which may influence the emotional impact they experience:

whether

the merger involves religious or ethnic affiliation of one or both
institutions, whether both buildings are utilized in changed
manners, and whether there is a real or imagined financial squeeze.
Religion, culture, custom, and money are some issues that affect
people's emotions very strongly.

N. B. Wilson (personal communication,

March 29, 1985) advises targeting communications to the various
audiences who are affected in the different ways by telling them
specific benefits they will receive from the merger.
Communication problems start occurring when the different
publics are not receiving translations that deal with their specific
concerns about the same external benefit (N. B. Wilson, personal
communication, March 29, 1985).

For instance, former patients with

strong attachments to a certain building of a Catholic hospital
might resent its use as a corporate office building, or a donor who
regularly contributes equipment to a specific clinical service
will be concerned if that service is eliminated or combined with
another (Strathy, 1971).
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N. B. Wilson (personal communication, March 29, 1985) also suggests
that the motive of the merger be communicated as forming benefits
instead of joining facilities.

To eliminate confusion, the

communications should answer the questions:

"Where are we? 11 ,

"Where do we want to go?", and "How do we get there?", pointing
out the benefits which will be gained by each group identified
as a public.
He relates one method which has worked for him is dividing the
benefits into external and internal, in terms defined by the public.
He further suggests breaking the benefits down into qualitative
and quantitative categories.

The bridge between the internal

and external benefits is the communication or translation of
the benefit to the public.

This categorizing helps the management

translate the perceived internal benefits of a public into the
manifestation of the external benefit.

For instance, the internal

benefit of a donor group might be improved cancer care which
is externally manifested in the form of a new mammography unit.
Each merger is different, involving different number
of buildings, history, corporate structure, board constitution, and
institutional needs leading to the merger.

However, there are some

publics which can be identified and should receive some targeted
information (Strathy, 1971).
Employees as a Public
The employees, of course, are a major public which must receive
relevant merger information.

From the first mention of merger or

consolidation, every employee wonders about his or her job.

It
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may indeed be impossible to consolidate every department and
maintain the same number of personnel, but it is important to
communicate honestly and directly with employees.

The maintenance

of morale is a primary objective of communication before and during
merger proceedings (Strathy, 1971)
Even when assured of jobs for all incumbents, employees still
wondered if they would have jobs after the merger of five Canadian
hospitals into one organization.

They also expressed other concerns,

such as the inability to relate to newcomers, personality conflicts,
role ambiguity, and fear of the unknown.

The anxiety created by

their concerns was blocking the willingness to change in many
employees (McGill & Kelly, 1983).
Strathy (1971) suggests that the nursing department, because it
is the single largest group within the hospital, can be the source
of a number of merger problems.

As new nursing procedures, policies,

programs, forms, and personnel change within the new organization,
many nurses will resist these significant alterations in their work.
Negative reactions can be expected because of the familiarity of
the old methods, even though the staff may not have been satisfied
with them, and because the nurses tend to become very attached to
their physical surroundings, their equipment, and their duties.
It is normal for nurses to experience reluctance to move to other
stations and other buildings, perhaps even refusing to change
(Strathy, 1971).
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Although other departments resist less strongly, their ·1evels
of resistance tends to parallel that of nurses.

The degree to

which the merger affects an individual depends on how the person
views his or her job security and working relationship.

The job

of the communications system is to help people positively and
constructively adapt to the changes which are bound to come.
Individuals who make the change easily can influence other less
positive personnel over emotional hurdles of the merger {Strathy, 1971).
It is important to remember that employees have gained their
identities through the hospital for which they work, and they do
not want to lose that identity.

Ernst (1977), in relating the

successful merger of two hospitals which became Mid-Maine Medical
Center, says that strong employee loyalty to the hospitals merging
can cause much apprehension and personal anxiety.
such as
11

11

What happens to me? 11 ,

11

Questions,

Wi 11 I be trans ferred? 11 , and

Will I have a say in what happens in "1Y department?" were

frequent.
Management must have the understanding, goodwill, and support
of the employees if the merger is to be effective.

These can be

gained through free and candid flow of information between employees
and management (Ernst, 1977).
More recent interviews with communications experts who have
been involved in mergers substantiate the need for early and positive
employee communications.

When Marian Health Center was formed

through a merger/purchase between two Catholic hospitals in
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Sioux City, the majority of negative attitudes and comments were
from employees instead of the public (John Rodeen, personal
communication, November 28, 1984).

Internal confusion and negative

attitudes were also problems encountered at Immanuel-St. Joseph's
Hospital in Mankato, Minnesota (Gary Grovdahl, personal communication,
November 29, 1984).
The objectives of the comnunications efforts must be to translate
merger information into tenns employees will recognize as benefits.
It is important for infonnation to be relayed to employees quickly
and honestly.

Levels of trust and morale must be kept high (N.B.

Wilson, personal communication, March 29, 1985).
Physicians as a Public
Another large public with a self-interest in the merger is the
medical staff of each merging hospital.
surface.

Two major questions usually

Medical staff members first wonder if they are powerless

in the face of the merger.

Then they want to know how the merger

changes the medical staff as a whole and as individual practioners
(Forkosh, 1984).
The report of the successful merger of St. Luke's Hospital
Center and The Roosevelt Hospital in Manhattan summarizes their
problem as confusion.

A great deal of resistance came from members

of the medical staffs who did not have clear pictures of both
hospitals' situations, which in this case focused on current and
long-range financial difficulties expected by remaining independent.
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Gary Gambuti, the administrator who instigated the merger, admits
that initial signs for cooperation between medical staffs were
not encouraging because of strong competition which had been in
effect for a long time.

The anxiety level was high and the trust

level of competitors was low, which created a stumbling block
until com111Jnication targeted to the staffs helped ease the
situation.

Gambuti sums up the misgivings of both medical staffs

as not believing anything of significance was going to happen to
change either hospital and that combining the institutions could
destroy the integrity of each hospital {St. Luke's-Roosevelt Hospital
Center, 1984).
Strathy (1971) agrees that the medical staffs' reactions can
cause problems if physicians have been playing one hospital against
the other as a lever to get what they individually want.

Once the

threat to move patients from one hospital to another is no longer
effective, physicians become more aware of the advantages of a merged
medical staff and the reorganization possibilities.
Communications efforts can help physicians support the merger
concept by pointing out benefits in a positive manner.

As David

Forkosh, M.D. (1984) says to his colleagues, "Medical staffs need to
sit back and evaluate several factors when a hospital merger is in
the wind.

Merger may, in fact, offer many advantages to the medical

staff " {p. 12).
Some of the benefits of a merged medical staff are:

the

opportunity to develop deeper and broader clinical programs,
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attraction of more subspecialists to a larger organization,
improved recruiting possibilities, and opportunity to be part of
the decision-making team (St. Luke's-Roosevelt Hospital Center, 1984).
The more physicians become aware of the merger's progress and the
more they have a chance to participate in the change, the more
the chance of their accepting, supporting, and actively working
toward the merger's success (Strathy, 1971).
Effective communications can also help establish pride,
recognition of compatibility, and identities of members of the
combining staffs.

It is logical to expect supportive staff

members to provide influencial physician-to-physician communications
(St. Luke's-Roosevelt Hospital Center, 1984).
Special Interest Groups as a Public
Other internal groups llllSt be considered separate publics and
receive communications about benefits to them if they are to accept
and support the merger.

Members of these groups have allied

themselves with the hospital and its philosophy and thus have
an interest in protecting those unions.

Auxiliaries, volunteers,

donors of all sizes of contributions, ministers, committee members,
staffs of convnunity agencies sharing services, vendors and
purchasers, alumni of hospital schools, and retirees are groups
named in the literature.

If the hospital is church-affiliated,

another special interest group is evident.

It is important to

realize that many persons going in and out of hospital buildings
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are not there for medical care.

They are friends of the hospital,

and when changes occur, they have many of the same questions and
anxieties as employees and physicians (Strathy, 1971).
For instance, the attitude of the hospital auxiliary can create
serious difficulties for the merger because of the emotional
attachment to the institution.

They have invested time and

money into the hospital's causes, so they take some ownership of it.
Attempts to merge hospital auxiliaries have been known to fail.
They may perceive that a merger with an organization they have not
worked for will lessen their ability to be part of the team in a
game they have been used to playing and where they know the rules
(P. M. Mages, personal communication, November 29, 1984).
Some attempts to merge hospital auxiliaries have failed because
the emotional barriers are too strong.

Loyalty cannot be transferred

easily to the new organization which may be in a different place, have
different needs, and even have a different name (Strathy, 1971).
P. M. Mages (personal communication, November 28, 1984), who
consults frequently for merging hospitals, says the auxiliary is
often the last stronghold of resistance.

11

It 1 s easy to merge

clinical areas and personnel compared to auxiliaries," he adds.
The same concerns can be applied to many of the other publics
with internal interests in the hospital.

New policies, new working

areas, new supervisors and staff, new management, and new procedures
can certainly be as freightening to these individuals as to individual
employees (P. M. Mages, personal communication, November 28, 1984).
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Donors are a special group, and they must receive special
communications.

Donors who have been long-time contributors to

the hospital, one of its clinical areas, or special projects
may perceive they have been duped if they don't understand the
reasons for the changes caused by the merger.

Regardless of the

size of their gifts, donors need to be segregated for special
attention in the communications efforts (P. M. Mages, personal
communication, November 28, 1984).
be tended to and informed.

Each special interest group must

The communications they receive must

cultivate their acceptance, understanding, and support of the merged
institution (Mages, 1975).
Members of the special interest publics are valuable as allies
because they also represent the community.

They can act as buffers

into areas of community resistance, liaisons into community groups,
and carriers of positive merger infonnation {P. M. Mages, personal
communciation, November 28, 1984).
The Community as a Public
The community as a public includes persons from the service
areas of both hospitals.

Subgroups, such as newcomers, business

managers, suppliers, visitors, service club members, or media
representatives, can be identified.

Some information will be

appropriate for all groups a hospital can identify, and some
information will not apply unless the benefit perceived is
specifically for them
November 29, 1984).

(J. W. Peters, personal communication,
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Obviously many persons can be categorized into more than one
group which will receive targeted communications.

Most of these

groups will accept the merger at face value, but pockets of
resistance will defy change.

As these pockets become identified,

they must be accommodated on their own terms by communication of
facts which will counteract uncertainties caused by rumor and
ignorance of the situation (Strathy, 1971).
Communities sometimes experience a group sense of abandonment
when a merger takes place and they have to redirect their health
care activities in terms of other facilities, other routines, other
staffs.

This sense of loss is increased when the identity of the

hospital is rooted in the historical foundations of the community.
Emotional reactions increase when there is strong religious or
ethnic affiliation of one or both of the institutions, in which
case another subgroup is identified and should receive targeted
communications through religious or ethnic channels.

When both

buildings are left standing, some patients cannot accept the internal
changes which result in admission to a different building than the
one they previously used, and they are alienated (Strathy, 1971).
Several sources agree that the potential for anger and
alienation exists when persons with strong loyalties are forced
to use services at a different location because of the merger.
They may therefore use the services of the competition {Strathy,
1971; J. W. Peters, personal communication, November 29, 1984;
P. M. Mages, personal communication, November 28, 1984).
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P. M. Mages (personal communication, November 28, 1984) again
advocates a strong communications effort to inform the audiences.
He says they must understand the merger in order to use the merged
services, regardless of where they are located.
Ashworth and Hirsch (1983) advise communicating the expansion
of the range of services available to the community as a benefit.
Through merger, the larger organization which is formed can make
the capital investments necessary to provide equipment, facilities,
and maintenance of medical and technical support staffs.

A trustee

from the merged St. Luke s-Roosevelt Hospital Center echoes this
1

communications objective,

11
•••

all the potential patients who are

seeking a hospital should know that they will get the best health
care available anywhere 11 (St. Luke 1 s Hospital-Roosevelt Hospital
Center, 1984, p. 28).
Another obvious benefit which should be positively conveyed
to the community is the continued financial impact of the hospital.
A merger which is perceived as endangering that support will be
difficult for the community to accept.

The Environmental

Assessment 1984 recommends that any efforts to reshape health care
be managed with sensitivity to that role as income producer, with
special address of the community s interests and needs (Health
1

Resources and Services Administration, 1984).
Responses from communications experts who have been involved
in mergers point to the same objectives:

get the community

involved early and give them direct and honest information.

In
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Sioux City, Iowa, Marian Health Center was formed from two Catholic
hospitals.

Because they took the possibility of a merger before

the community early, community reaction was positive (John Rodeen,
personal communicaiton, November 29, 1985).

The same results

were seen by Immanuel-St. Joseph's Hospital in Mankato, Minnesota,
where community response was much more positive than the internal
confusion and negative attitudes of the staff (Gary Grovdahl,
personal communication, November 29, 1985).
The situation in the merger of St. Mary's Hospital and Wausau
Memorial Hospital in Wausau, Wisconsin, was quite different.

The

hospitals had been merged into Wausau Hospitals, Inc. for more than
a year, but the merger had not been communicated well.

When faced

with eliminating existing buildings and establishing a new facility,
69% of the public was not in favor of the new structure.

In fact, 60% of

the community said they had not favored the merger between the local
Catholic and community hospitals.

The community's perception was that

the hospital boards were attempting a shotgun affair without consulting
the citizens whose strong loyalties to the separate hospitals had
divided the community (Mages, 1975).
A consultant was called in to turn the public opinion around.
Patrick M. Mages, a public relations and marketing professional
from the paper industry, was hired.

His objectives were to produce

targeted and general communications which would inform the public,
thereby cultivating them to understand, accept, support, and use
the merged facility which would be constructed (P. M. Mages, personal
communication, November 28, 1985).
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Communications efforts can do much to develop community
pride in the new organization.

Adapting the traditions of each

hospital into the new identity will help build acceptance (Health
Resources and Services Administration, 1984).
Successful Communication Methods
Very little of the literature is devoted to communication
methods which have proven to help translate the merger to the
hospital's identified groups.

Obviously each hospital will have to

adapt methods which are feasible for their own staffs and are
appropriate for their publics.
The majority of the relevant research focuses on communications
activities for two of the publics, employees and communities.
However, most of the methods are adaptable to the other identified
publics and any of their subgroups.
Once the groups and the benefits have been identified, N. M.
Wilson {personal communication, March 29, 1985) says communications
can be modified and extended.

He advocates carrying the plan out to

include more specific objectives of the communications efforts, methods
to be employed, and other pertinent data for those persons responsible
for meeting communications objectives.
Employee Communications
The literature points to the need to inform employees through
simple, effective public relations procedures.

The communications

should start during negotiations and continue throughout the entire
merger process.

The merger between Thayer Hospital and Elizabeth
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Ann Seton Hospital in Waterville, Maine was communicated during
negotiations in three steps.

First, the board chairman at each

hospital sent letters to all employees at their homes, notifying
them of the possibility of consolidation and guaranteeing them job
security.

Second, the chief executive officer at each hospital

began holding weekly meetings with all department heads and supervisors
to discuss the progress of the merger and to answer questions.
Supervisors were made responsible for sharing this information with
their staffs.

The third step was to distribute regular belletins to

employees as information about the merger was available (Ernst, 1977).
Biggs (1975) recommends regular comrrunication.

He says, "For a

successful merger, it is necessary to maintain a constant flow of
information to and from the employees during the process" (p.47).
When five geographically distinct organizations merged to form
the new Children's Hospital in Vancouver, more than 1000 employees
were involved in the major work change.

The hospital decided to work

from the assumptions that a good communications system would reduce
anxiety and that trust is the foundation of good communications
(McGill & Kelly, 1983).
A pre-merger survey revealed that staff and physicians at all
levels needed effective information and desired more direct
communication with administration.

Other methods expressed as

desirable included suggestion boxes, questionnaires, and personal
interviews and discussions between administration and employees
(McGill & Kelly, 1983).
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Children's Hospital hired a comnunications facilitator to
alleviate the concerns of the employees through interpersonal
comnunication.

The facilitator was able to enhance the total

comrrunications effort by helping individuals communicate needs
in a problem-solving manner, maintaining positive and ongoing
communications between individuals and groups, and acting as
a go-between by interpreting problems.

Role playing was

another method of exposing the things employees wanted to
say (McGill & Kelly, 1983).
The success of the facilitator in establishing trust helped
prevent comrrunications breakdown during a very trying period.
The facilitator listened to the staff and encouraged them to
communicate their immediate concerns in positive ways.

Data

show that stress levels of the departments receiving the
assistance of the facilitator declined at a significant level.
This occurred at a time when stress levels of other organizational
groups not receiving facilitator assistance increased (McGill &
Kelly, 1983).
Children's Hospital found that the facilitator laid the
groundwork for other forms of written and oral communications
from all sections of the organizations.

McGill and Kelly (1983)

identify several effective communication methods which were used:
1.

Distribution of informational literature to individuals

and groups desiring assistance in communicating their concerns
about the merger.
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2.

Training individuals, small groups, and larger departments

in communication skills through established workshops.
3.

Clarification of communication channels, such as updating

and maintaining mailing and telephone lists, preparing circulation
lists for memo distribution, and maintaining lists of standing
and ad hoc committees and their members.
4.

Development of a checklist for keeping relevant staff

informed of changes during the merger process.
5.

Establishment of internal news bulletins to comnunicate

changes as soon as possible to keep rumors to a minimum, with a
policy of making sure staff mentioned in written materials were
notified prior to publication.
These com1T1Jnications methods were implemented during the merger
proceedings.

They were established to remain as ongoing activities

following the merger.
At St. Francis-St. George Hospital in Cinncinnati, Ohio,
channels of formal communication were improved and new channels
were developed.

Monthly department meetings for managers were

instigated to share relevant information and problems.

Upward

communication was improved when managers were encouraged to
rely on the system of communicating with their employees.

A

twice-monthly employee newsletter was initiated with specific
emphasis placed on disseminating information on present and future
programs (Copeland & Press, 1983).
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Top management attended the monthly 11 bi rthday breakfasts 11
which were established to be forums for direct exchanges between
line employees and administration.

A telephone

11

hotline 11 was

set up for employees to call for clarification on issues related
to hospital programs and activities (Copeland & Press, 1983).
Mid-Maine Medical Center made good use of the communications
methods established during merger negotiations.

Prior to the actual

merger date, the board chairman of each hospital, Thayer Hospital
and Elizabeth Ann Seton Hospital, sent an announcement of the
merger agreement to employees at their home addresses before
making the announcement public.

The chief executive officers and

immediate management staffs of each hospital visited each other's
hospital, attending management and department head meetings, taking
tours, and meeting with employees as groups or individually
(Ernst, 1977).
The public relations staff at each hospital continued to
publish and distribute bulletins to employees as information about
the merger became available.

To acquaint the staff with each other,

they also posted photographs of and information about personnel and
facilities at each hospital on bulletin boards at both hospitals,
rotating the informational pieces for increased visibility.

The

public relations staff was also responsible for such internal
promotion as special posters with signs and slogans depicting the
themes of togetherness and work family.

These were placed in

corridors, elevators, offices, and other areas of high employee
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traffic at both hospitals, and they were intended to increase good
employee relations (Ernst, 1977).
The chief executive officers held a joint cocktail party for
department heads and supervisory personnel of both hospitals in
order to increase informal rapport among new co-workers.

Employees

at every level were encouraged to express opinions and make
recommendations through suggestion boxes or through their
immediate supervisors.

Department heads visited each other's

hospital to meet with personnel (Ernst, 1977).
On the day of the Mid-Maine merger, employees received a
special newsletter covering details of the consolidation and
information about procedures they would be using right away,
such as telephone guidelines, messenger services, and office
locations.

Posters illustrating the "all for one" theme were

placed in both buildings.

A shuttle bus service was inaugurated

to transport employees between the two buildings, and within a
few weeks the Employee Activity Committee of the merged organization
held a social gathering for employees, physicians, auxilians,
and volunteers.

A symbolic gesture, the office exchange of the

top administrative officers, was effective in showing employees
that they would not be asked to make changes the management staff
would not make.

Officials of the institution believe these methods

of communication achieved the objective of unifying the employees
behind their leaders in order to provide the best possible health
care services to the community (Ernst, 1977}.
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The Mid-Maine Medical Center also set out quickly to create
a third image for the consolidated hospitals.

They immediately

upgraded anything with an outward appearance at the two facilities,
such as signage, publications, and telephone greetings.

The

goal was to establish the medical center as a regional facility
by promoting the advantages of the combined resources.

The

unity created by the communications efforts left this impression
(Ernst, 1977).
Physician Communications
Part of the role of communications is to 11 sell 11 the merger to
physicians, gaining their commitment to the cause {Strathy, 1971).
It has already been mentioned that physicians need to be informed of
the merger activities.

Communicating the merger in terms of benefits

to the physician increases the chance of acceptance and support.
If a hospital has existing lines of communication with physicians
through newsletters, committees, staff meetings, or joint projects,
those channels are good opportunities for relating relevant merger
information.

If channels do not exist, they must be established

(P. M. Mages, personal convnunication, March 29, 1985).
Children's Hospital in Vancouver made their communications
facilitator available to all physicians to provide information or
discuss any change related to the transition (McGill & Kelly, 1983).
Mid-Maine Medical Center included doctors in their routine
information distribution and in their celebration parties.

They

opened the same doors of communications as for the staff (Ernst, 1977).
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St. Francis-St. George Hospital in Cincinnati initiated a
medical staff services position to handle communication directly
with the physicians.

This answered the need for coordinating and

integrating medical staff activities into the hospital mainstream
(Copeland & Press, 1983).
Several of the institutions included physicians in the early
planning stages in order to find out what the physicians needed
and wanted to know.

Directly communicating with physicians about

current and future directions of the hospital, financial strategies,
hospital needs, and advantages offered by the larger organization
formed by the merger resulted in better acceptance and support
of the intended mergers.

(Strathy, 1971; Ashworth & Hirsch,

1983; Forkosh, 1984; St. Luke's-Roosevelt Hospital Center, 1984).
Communications which focus on positive benefits for the physician
are necessary.

They should know what the merger will make possible,

such as increased clinical opportunities, additional specialties for
referrals, advanced technical equipment, and increased patient services
availability (St. Luke's-Roosevelt Hospital Center, 1984).
Community Communications
Mages (1975) primarily dealt with creating public acceptance
of an existing merged organization, Wausau Hospitals, Inc., in
Wausau, Wisconsin.

St. Mary's Hospital, a Catholic institution,

and Wausau Memorial Hospital, a non-denominational community
hospital, had joined into a single corporation.

Mages measured

the attitudes of the conmunity, finding 60% of the community
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did not accept the merger even though it had been in effect
for a year.

In order to enact the hospital s long range plan of
1

building a single new facility, public support had to be obtained.
Mages (1975) went public with the Wausau issues, primarily
through 11 town hal 111 meetings at various locations around the city.
Direct mail information pieces and invitations were targeted to
households in the vicinities of the meetings.

Relevant questions

were placed in newspaper and radio advertisements, and the electronic
media were approched for public service announcements in prime time.
The Wausau Hospitals, Inc. staff prepared an audiovisual
presentation to dramatically show the current services and future
services which would be available to the community in the new
facility.

A staff panel, made up of administrator, communications

facilitator, physician, trustee, patient representative, and community
advisory committee member, made presentations at the meetings and
at corporate and service-club meetings.

Publications with relevant

merger information and information on hospital services supplemented
the panel and audiovisual program.

Names of participants were taken

so they could be added to the community newsletter mailing list
(Mages, 1975).
Mages (1975) suggests getting the communications program into
action from the beginning of merger negotiations in order to go
to the public with important information in an orderly and timely
manner and to be able to answer questions honestly.

By using a
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marketing approach to establish identity and problem areas,
a comllllnications guideline can be developed.

Informing the

community groups will cultivate them to accept the changes, understand
the merger, and use the merged services regardless of where they are
located (P. M. Mages, personal communication, March 29, 1985).
In a report to the hospital s executive director, Mages (1975)
1

sums up the necessity of a guideline.

He says,

11

We must continue to

comllllnicate our progress every step of the way if we are going to be
credible and build genuine support for our effort 11 {p. 19).
St. Luke's-Roosevelt Hospital Center developed a community
forum in which community members, doctors, and trustees talked
about what the merged hospital was going to be.

In addition, they

used direct mail to constituents in their service areas (St. Luke'sRoosevelt Hospital Center, 1984).
As mentioned earlier, community resistance to a merger is
usually low and the merger is taken at face value if the public
is informed all along the way.

Communications efforts can enhance

that support and even alter pockets of resistance by keeping the
benefits of the merger in the public's eye.

Newsletters, media

coverage, public meetings, a telephone line dedicated to
answering questions from community residents, and preparing
a program for service clubs, agencies, and corporations are among the
corrmunications methods suggested in the literature and personal
interviews.
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Special Interest Group Communications
Hospitals must communicate merger information with their special
publics, either through existing channels or newly established
channels.

These groups will want to know the same types of things

employees and physicians do.

Because donors, volunteers, auxiliary

members, and other target groups have invested some of themselves
in the institution, they assume some 11 ownership 11 for it and will
feel a great sense of abandonment if excluded.

Activities

such as tours of the merged facilities, parties for the combining
groups, and inclusion in special hospital events will acquaint them
with the new organization.

They should receive information in forms

not available to the general public to let them know they are special
enough to be included in inside information.

Such information

should focus on the benefits of the merger as they apply to each group
(P. M. Mages, personal communication, November 28, 1984;
N. M. Wilson, personal communication, March 29, 1985).
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Chapter 3

SUMMARY AND RESULTS
The end goal of this study was to prepare an adaptable guide
for communicating a merger.

In reaching that goal, several areas

were considered important to establish as a basis.

The investigation

focused on establishing the merger as a solution to reshaping
hospital services, identifying communications as an essential tool
of the merger, recognizing publics who need special information,
and reviewing some of the communications methods which have proven
successful in reaching those publics.
The literature has provided a better understanding of the
extent of the merger trend and the reasons for merging.

Based

on the findings in the literature, mergers will continue as a
means of adapting to changing economic and cultural trends,
protecting health care resources in a community, and providing
opportunities for expansion of health care services.
The literature also established the need for effective
communications early in the merger process.

Although there was

ample information on the need, there was very little research
data about effective communications guides, and there were no
actual plans which could be adapted.
Other limitations of the study included the lack of recent
information which focused on current and future economic and
cultural trends.

Many of the mergers mentioned in the literature
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were acquisitions or single hospitals joining systems rather than
mergers between two equal hospitals.
In attempts to locate authors of the available printed materials
or the persons mentioned in them, there was limited success.
Administrators and communications personnel of many of the merged
facilities had joined the organization after the mergers, so some
of the information was secondary.
More relevant literature would help broaden the information
about problems and processes of mergers.

As more mergers occur,

conmunications plans and guide will likely be shared through
professional journals or in self-published reviews.

More direct

suggestions for implementing communications, what worked, and
what did not work, would help hospital administrators and other
strategic planners understand the need to include communications
as part of the merger plan.
The literature and personal communication did offer many
suggestions of methods for translating information to special
groups.

Most of the methods mentioned can be adapted for

various special interest groups and publics.
The communications guide (Appendix) used much of the information
which was available.

It was prepared for use in the merger of Schoitz

Medical Center and St. Francis Hospital in Waterloo, Iowa.

It was

developed after searching the literature for an adaptable plan and
not finding one.

The resulting guide combines advise from communications
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experts, administrators, and consultants who were interviewed.

It

also includes adaptation of some methods suggested in the literature
and expansion of the existing communications channels at the two
hospitals. The guide is intended to include methods which can
be extended beyond the merger period and become part of the
regular communications efforts of the new organization.
In order to prepare the guide, relevant data about both hospitals
was reviewed.

Some early activities which had taken place under the

Joint Boards of Trustees were identified.
The following data was used to assist in identifying publics,
associations, likenesses, and differences which will very probably
make an impact on the merger, therefore on the guide, also.
1.

Schoitz Medical Center is a community hospital with no

religious or ethnic affiliation at the present time.

It was formerly

associated with the Presbyterian Church, in fact and in name, from
1904 until 1951.

A new building, funded largely by Otto Schoitz,

was erected at the present location on the south edge of Waterloo
in 1951.

The main specialties are chemical dependency treatment,

rehabilitation treatment, and cancer treatment.
2.

St. Francis Hospital is a Catholic institution associated

with the Wheaton Franciscan Sisters corporation.

The hospital is

governed by a Board of Trustees which includes local citizens and
representatives of the corporation.

St. Francis Hospital specializes

in neonatal care, kidney dialysis, and psychiatric care.
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3.

Both hospitals are approximately the same size (number of

beds).
4.

Both hospitals have approximately the same total assets.

5.

Specialty areas do not duplicate or are complementary.

6.

Hospital buildings are approximately one mile apart.

7.

Several cooperative efforts, including a jointly-owned

laboratory and an elderly program, currently exist.
8.

The merger is to be equal, a consolidation of the best

of both hospitals.
Several steps in the communications guide have already been
instigated and are underway.

The steps taken by the hospitals

include:
1.

A joint press conference was held to announce the intention

to merge, with an invitation for community response within a 30-day
waiting period.

A news release with merger intentions announced was

prepared and delivered to local print and electronic media.
2.

A moratorium was placed on information released from any

hospital spokesperson during that 30-day period.

During that time,

all outgoing information and incoming requests were channeled through
a board spokesperson who represented both hospitals.
3.

A letter from the administrators to employees was sent on

the day of the news conference.

The letter gave the facts as they

were available at that time.
4.

Public relations departments at both hospitals were told

to coordinate any information about the merger to employees.
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5.

A second news release announced the fonnation of a joint

task force comprised of members from both boards of trustees.
6.

Administrators, at their regular supervisor and department

head meetings, have answered questions honestly.
7.

Directors were told to begin infonnal meetings with their

counterparts.
8.

Although the task force has continued to meet, no date

has been set for the merger to become effective.
During the nine months of negotiations, very little com1T1Jnication
related to the merger has been possible because of the need to
maintain confidentiality.

Follow-up infonnation to employees has

been in the form of short news items in hospital newsletters and
discussion at meetings between administrators and employees.
Employees have expressed frustration at the no news stance.
They have been frequently heard to comment about not being told
everything by their supervisors.

Supervisors say the level of

trust has deteriorated and there is an increase in employee doubt.
Follow-up information in the media has been primarily at
media request.

Every few days a reporter from one of the television

or radio stations or from the newspaper calls the administrator and/or
the public relations director of one or both hospitals for
information about new merger developments.
Because of the need for confidentially during negotiations,
legal questions and corporate concerns have not been communicated to
the staff of either hospital nor to the general public.

All outgoing
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conmunication has been drafted approved, and released by the board
members involved in the merger.
This communications guide has been prepared independently,
specifically with the Schoitz-St. Francis merger in mind.

It

is hoped that the recommendations can be used as negotiations
continue and an effective merger date is set.
The guide was also prepared with adaptation to other mergers
in mind.

It may be useful in helping other hospital personnel

responsible for communications efforts of a merger fill the
communications needs for the publics of their merging hospitals.
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Appendix
COMMUNICATIONS GUIDE
Prepared for use in the Merger of
St. Francis Hospital and Schoitz Medical Center
ObJectives:
1.

To establish appropriate comnunication channels to translate

the merger of St. Francis Hospital and Schoitz Medical Center.
2.

To create and develop a new and individual image for the

merged organization.
Method:
Publics which have been identified are matched with comnunication
methods and, in some cases, specific applications.

There is no attempt

to establish time frames, procedural instructions, or production methods
which should be planned separately for each application.

The Guide is

only attempting to provide the framework for communications which can
be coordinated with the overall merger plan.
Procedure:
I.

Employee Comnunications
A.

Direct mail
1.

Letters from Chairman of the Board or Administrator at
relevant times of negotiations (intent to merge, update,
completion of negotiations, announcement of merger date)
and merger (day of merger, major decisions or changes,
update, and appreciation)

B.

Personal contact
1.

Departmental meetings with Administrator
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C.

2.

Fonnal and infonnal discussion groups

3.

Joint problem-solving task forces

4.

Joint activities committee

5.

Telephone "hotline"

6.

Tours of each other's hospital

7.

Management exchange

8.

Get acquainted party

Printed materials
1.

Weekly inhouse

newsletter

2.

Special merger publication (what's new, who's who,
who's where)

D.

E.

II.

3.

Filer announcements

4.

Posters

Audio-visual materials
1.

Slide show of merger

3.

Slide shows of departments, clinical services

Miscellaneous methods
1.

Surveys to establish attitudes, perceptions

2.

Logo detennination by contest or popular vote

3.

Displays, inservices about various departments

4.

Job exchanges

Physicians
A.

Direct mail
1.

Letters from Chairman of the Board or Administrator
at appropriate times during negotiations and merger
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2.
B.

C.

Letter of support of merger from Chief of Medical Staff

Personal contact
1.

Administrator programs at Medical Staff meetings

2.

Joint committees

3.

Formal and informal discussions with specialty groups

4.

Communications facilitator

Printed materials
1.

Brochures focusing on clinical and specialty areas

2.

Joint staff reference booklet (guide to services,
locations, colleagues, hospital staffs)

3.
D.

E.

Medical staff newsletter

Audio-visuals
1.

Slide show of merger's benefits to physicians

2.

Bulletin boards in lounges, dressing rooms, meeting rooms

3.

Slide show of merger for physician's office staffs

Miscellaneous
1.

Joint party with hospital management and spouses

2.

Recruitment assistance (materials, displays, tours)

Auxilians and Donors

III.

A.

Direct mail
1.

Letters from Administrator at appropriate times during
negotiations and merger

2.
B.

Letter of support from President or Chairman of the group

Personal contact
1.

Administrator on program of meetings
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C.

D.

IV.

2.

Joint committees/task forces

3.

Exchange tours

4.

Joint special project/fund raiser

5.

Exchange of hospital support staff

Printed materials
1.

Brochure of benefits

2.

Infonnationa 1 packet

3.

Newsletter for each public

Miscellaneous
1.

Recruitment assistance

2.

Open houses/joint parties

ComITUnity
A.

Direct mail
1.

Letters targeted to different audiences by age, sex,
family status, income, informing them of merger benefits

2.
B.

C.

Invitations to open houses, forums, public discussions

Personal contact
l.

Management staff on programs of local organizations

2.

Open houses/tours

3.

Health Fair

4.

Screening schedules

5.

Telephone "hotline"

Printed materials
1.

Newspaper insert
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D.

E.

2.

Newspaper advertisements

3.

News releases, feature articles, and photographs

4.

General infonnation brochure

5.

General patient and visitor handbook

6.

Services guidebook {locations, descriptions, referrals)

7.

Physician directory

8.

Targeted brochures for service areas, former patients

9.

Newsletter/magazine

Audio-visual materials
1.

Slide show for public groups

2.

Bulletin boards/displays in shopping malls

3.

Historical displays inside lobbies

4.

Public service announcements

5.

Radio/television advertisements, sponsorships

Miscellaneous
1.

Special event, celebration of merged facilities

2.

Coupons for discounts on services or goods (cafeteria,
education classes, pharmacy)

V.

3.

Contests

4.

Sponsorships/scholarships

Communications personnel responsibilities
A.

Direct mail
1.

Assist in letter preparations and productions
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B.

C.

2.

Develop invitations

3.

Arrange for surveys

Persona 1 contacts
1.

Develop schedule for exchanges

2.

Facilitate discussion groups

3.

Schedule speakers

4.

Develop tour schedules

5.

Arrange open houses

6.

Initiate health fair/screenings

7.

Develop telephone

11
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Printed materials
1.

Produce brochures for targeted groups

2.

Produce newsletters for targeted groups

3.

Develop general informational brochure

4.

Develop patient handbook

5.

Assist personnel in development of employee handbook

6.

Produce informational guides for physicians, public,
and employees

D.

7.

Develop posters, fliers, promotional information

8.

Develop advertising program for merged services

9.

Develop logo and corporate identity

Audio-visual materials
1.

Develop slide presentations for general and specific
audiences
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E.

2.

Develop video production for inservices

3.

Develop bullet in boards, displays

4.

Develop uni fonn s ignage

5.

Develop graphics program and guidelines

6.

Develop media advertising (television/radio)

6.

Develop public service announcement series

Miscellaneous
1.

Plan special events, grand openings

2.

Participate in recruitment, produce recruitment packet

3.

Assist departments and services in developing communications
for employees, patients, marketing/promotion

